AMY C

HEIGHT: 175cm
AGE: 30

BUST: 94cm
SHOES: 9

WAIST: 71cm
HAIR: Blond

HIPS: 84cm
EYES: Blue

DIS/DIFF: Amputee
Amy Conroy is an above knee amputee after losing a leg to childhood cancer - after beating the 50% survival
odds, and returning back to love life cancer-free (with one out of two legs still intact and going strong!) - Amy
started wheelchair basketball. After a lot of hard work, early mornings and some tough setbacks - Amy
Conroy is currently a 2x Paralympian, U25 World champion and co-captain, and World senior silver medalist.
Amy is so passionate about not letting insecurities limit. As well as being a disabled model, Amy is also a
...
motivational speaker and can be booked for speaking events. Amy Conroy is based in London.
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